Abstract--A procedure leading to the systematic derivation of all maximum-degree-of-order (MDO) polytypes in the three mica families, based on the order-disorder (OD) interpretation of mica structures, has been developed. There are 6 non-equivalent (8 non-congruent) homo-octahedral, 14 (22) mesooctahedral, and 36 (60) hetero-octahedral MDO mica polytypes. The ideal ditrigonalization oftetrahedral sheets leads to a splitting of the polytypes in any mica family into two subfamilies with octahedral and trigonal prismatic coordination of the interlayer cations, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
A detailed symmetry analysis of mica structures was given by who showed that any mica structure with idealized symmetry corresponding to the Pauling (1930) model is an orderdisorder (OD) structure 2 in which two kinds of OD layers regularly alternate. Any such structure can unambiguously be described by a fully descriptive polytype symbol from which also its total and partial symmetry as well as its basic vectors (for periodic polytypes) can be deduced. This treatment is different from that given by Smith and Yoder (1956) (stacking of entire 2:1 layers) and by Zvyagin (1967, 44-47) or Zvyagin et al. (1979, 69-103 ) (stacking of tetrahedral and octahedral sheets). subdivided mica structures into three families depending on the symmetry of their respective octahedral sheets: a homo-octahedral family in which the three octahedral sites are occupied by the same kind of crystallochemical entity (symmetry of the octahedral sheet H(3) 12/m), a meso-octahedral family (two octahedral sites are occupied by the same entity which is different from the third one--symmetry P(3)12/m), and a hetero-octahedral family (all three sites are occupied by three different entities in an ordered way--symmetry e(3)12).
The aim of the present paper is to derive all maxil To whom correspondence should be sent. 2 An outline of this concept was given for kaolinites by Dornberger-Schiff and Durovi~ (1975, Appendix) ; see also Domberger-Schiff(1979) . The OD phenomena described here should not be confused with order-disorder phenomena in alloys.
Copyright 9 1984, The Clay Minerals Society mum-degree-of-order (MDO) polytypes. The reader is referred to for basic terms, definitions, and some fundamental considerations.
DERIVATION OF MDO POLYTYPES
Theoretically, an infinite number of periodic (ordered) as well as nonperiodic (disordered) polytypes exist within any family. To single out those polytypes which are most likely to occur in natural or synthetic samples, the concept of MDO polytypes has been used (Dornberger-Schiff and Grell-Niemann, 1961; Dornberger-Schiff, 1982; Dornberger-Schiffand Grell, 1982) . This concept takes into account the interactions between next-but-one OD layers and selects periodic polytypes containing the smallest number of kinds of triples, quadruples, etc. of OD layers compatible with the considered family, in accordance with a general philosophy of building crystal structures; a configuration (triple, quadruple, etc. of layers) which is stable at the given growth conditions will occur alone (if this is possible) and not intermixed with others. The MDO concept is closely related to the "ground rules" of Bailey et al. (1967) and to the "condition of uniformity" of Zvyagin (1967, p. 28) or the "'scheme for the deduction of polytype modifications" of Zvyagin et al. (1979, 75-76) . It differs from concepts which derive or at least count all periodic polytypes taking into account all stacking possibilities at every layer boundary; the number of such polytypes grows then very rapidly with increasing number of layers per identity period, and it reaches even for relatively short periods in the stacking direction formidable values (Ross et al., 1966; Mogami et aL, 1978; McLarnan, 1981) . It should, how- ever, be kept in mind that the MDO concept refers to a "layer-by-layer" rather than to a spiral-growth mechanism. Any mica structure contains necessarily at least two kinds of triples of OD layers: (Tet;Oc;Tet) and (Oc; Tet;Oc) which correspond to two kinds of pairs of OD packets: pq and qp, respectively. Two triples of OD layers overlapping in the common layer pair constitute a layer quadruple which corresponds to a packet triple pqp or qpq. The procedure leading to the systematic derivation ofMDO polytypes for any of the three mica families can thus be carried out in two basic steps:
(1) compilation of a list of all packet triples compatible with the family; and (2) Combination of the smallest possible number of kinds of packet triples into a periodic polytype.
(For theoretical details see Dornberger-Schiff, 1982 and Grell, 1982 .)
Family of hetero-octahedral micas
A single hetero-octahedral packet has the symmetry C1. The octahedral layer contains three 2-fold rotation axes parallel to bl, b2, and b3 (perpendicular to a~, a2, and a3, respectively). The application of the corresponding symmetry operations to a packet p leads to three possible positions of q relative to p. Using the nomenclature introduced by these pairs can be symbolized by 0'j (j = 0, 2, or 4), presupposing the packet p in the standard ori- '0i' (i = 0, 1 ..... 5) non-polar C2 '0i" (i = 1, 2, 4, 5) polar C1 qP '00" C1 '03" non-polar C (m) entation 0' (Figure la) . (In this paper predominantly short symbols will be used, full symbols only when necessary for a better understanding.) Furthermore, 12 packet pairs qp result from the application of the 12 p-operations converting the tetrahedral layer common to these two packets into itself, on the packet q ( Figure  lb ). There are 6 pairs '0i' and 6 pairs '0i" (i = 0, 1 ..... 5). Table 1 shows some properties of these pairs (packet q is in the standard orientation '0). A complete list of all possible hetero-octahedral packet triples can be obtained by combining any packet pair pq with any packet pair qp (Table 2 ). All in all, 36 non-equivalent kinds of packet triples result, 18 of which have the symbols 0'jk'; 3 • 2 = 6 kinds of triples have the symbols 0'jj" and 0'j(j + 3)". The common property of these 24 kinds of triples (type I in the following) is the existence of a partial p-operation with reverse continuation ([p]+) for pq as well as for qp. The remaining 12 kinds of triples (type II) are characterized by only one [p]+, namely, by that for pq. These triples are symbolized by 0'jk" (k ~ j, k ~ j + 3). The presence or absence ofa [p]+ can easily be checked by using the table of conversions (Table 3) ; a p-operation has a reverse continuation if and only if it converts the orientational character of p (q) into that of q (p) and vice versa and simultaneously the corresponding displacement character into itself. As an example, consider two MDO polytypes containing triples of type I. The existence of the two operations Ol [Pr * and , 2[po] + implies that to a given packet triple (Po;PL;P2), it is possible to construct two more geometrically equivalent triples, (Pt;Po;P1) and (P1;P2;P3), by using the m[p~i)] § and the 'j j" 0'j j" I 3 0'j j=0,2,4 'j(j + 3)" 0'j(j + 3)" 3
'jk" 0'jk" j=0,2,4;k=j + 1,j• II 12 Table 3 . Conversion of characters appearing in the symbols of mica polytypes. , by a total continuation of this operation. Furthermore, it can be shown that such a polytype consists of two kinds of packet quadruples (pqpq and qpqp), one kind of packet quintuple, etc. In terms of OD layers it means that such a polytype--in addition to the obligatory two kinds of layer triples--contains equivalent layer quadruples, two kinds of layer quintuples, etc., i.e., it is an MDO polytype, because it is impossible to construct a polytype of this family containing only a selection of these kinds.
As an example, consider the packet triple 0'0 2' (Figure 2) . From the conversion table (Table 3) Table 4 ). Its successive application on the reference triple converts '0 into '2, 2' into 4', '2 into '4, and 4' into 0' which closes the identity period. The resulting polytype has the symbol 10'0 2'2 4'41, space group P3212, and basic vectors a~, a2, 3Co.
To any of the 18 kinds of packet triples 0'ji' there exists an enantiomorph 0"(-j)(-i)" (a character outside the range 0 to 5 should be replaced by a character inside this range congruent to its modulo 6). Inasmuch as the two p-operations for any triple are congruent, their product--the o2r-operation--is congruent too, and eventually 18 enantiomorphous pairs of MDO polytypes are obtained because the symmetry of any individual packet is CI, and to any packet triple there must be only one non-trivial o2r-operation.
Any of the 02r-operations for the remaining 6 kinds of packet triples of the type I with symbols 0'jj" and
Figure 2. Derivation scheme for hetero-octahedral mica MDO polytypes from the packet triples of the type I.
Backhaus and 13urovi~ These operations as well as the resulting r-operations are represented by their identification numbers from Table 3 . 2 Identification number. 0'j(j + 3)" is enantiomorphous because it is a product of one congruent and one enantiomorphous p-operation. From the product table (Table 4 ) it follows that only inversion or glide operations can be encountered. Thus, any one of the resulting six MDO polytypes is enantiomorphous to itself and occurs alone.
The triples of the type I thus give rise to 6 + 18 + (18) = 24 non-equivalent (42 non-congruent) MDO polytypes.
MDO polytypes containing triples of the type II.
From the absence of a t2[#o)] + for any of the packet triples (Po;P~;P2) of this type it follows that it is impossible to construct a quadruple (Po;...;P3) containing two equivalent triples, and that any MDO polytype contains in this case necessarily two kinds of packet triples of the type II. A total continuation of the operation 02IT (k)] = OiLO(i)]+. 12LD(J) ] -leads to a periodic polytype with a two-packet repeat unit in which all the packet triples pqp are equivalent but different from the triples qpq which in turn are also equivalent. The polytypes ohmined in this way are called o2r-MDO polytypes, because the generating r-operation converts any Pn into Pn+2-Moreover, this operation is enantiomorphous and thus individual MDO polytypes with glide planes are obtained. For example, for the packet triple 0'0 2" (Figure 3) , 02[...(.)m..] as the generating r-operation and the monoclinic polytype I 0'0 2"21 result, which, after a re-orientation into the standard second setting, has the symbol 14'4 2"21, space group Clcl, and basic vectors a, b, 2Co -a/3. The 12 kinds of packet triples of the type II yield six such o2r-MDO polytypes which also contain two kinds of packet quadruples pqpq and qPqP.
The same two kinds of packet triples as contained in an 02r-MDO polytype, may, however, be combined into two other periodic polytypes which form an enantiomorphous pair and which also satisfy the condition for MDO polytypes. An application of the o~[p(~)] + on the triple (Po;PI;P2) leads to the quadruple (Pl;. 9 -;P2) consisting evidently of two equivalent triples. Both pairs qp here are equivalent and different from the pair pq. Only these two kinds of pairs can be contained in a polytype if it has to be an MDO 
Backhaus and l)urovi6
Clays and Clay Minerals polytype. This can be accomplished, e.g., by applying the 12[p0)] -on the pair (P0;P0 so that a quintuple (P!;. 9 .;P3) containing only the two above kinds of pairs results. P~ is now related to P3 by a o,r-operation whose total continuation leads to an MDO polytype. Such a polytype contains packet quadruples pqpq equivalent to those contained in the corresponding 02r-MDO polytype, as well as two kinds of quadruples qpqp which are different from those contained in the 02z-MDO polytype. These polytypes are called 04r-MDO polytypes. Inasmuch as the generating r-operation is a product of two congruent and two enantiomorphous p-operations, it is congruent; thus enantiomorphous counterparts can also be obtained, starting from the packet triples enantiomorphous to those listed in the bottom line of Table 2 . For example, the same triple as in the previous example 0'0 2" (Figure 3 ) yields, after an application of the o~[...(.)..2] +, the quadruple "4 0'0 2" and then, using the ~213-~] -, the quintuple "4 0'0 2"2, such that the generating z-operation is o4131]. The polytype I 0'0 2"2 4'4 0"0 2'2 4"41 is obtained with space group P3~12 and basic vectors al, a2, 6Co. Its enantiomorphous counterpart is derived from the enantiomorphous starting triple 0"0 4'. The 12 kinds of packet triples of the type II yield 6 enantiomorphous pairs of the 04z-MDO polytypes. All in all there are 6 + 18 + (18) MDO polytypes of equivalent packet triples, 6 02z-MDO polytypes and 6 + (6) 04z-MDO polytypes, for a total of 12 + 24 + (24) = 36 non-equivalent (60 non-congruent) MDO polytypes ofhetero-octahedral micas (see Table 5 ). For reasons which will be given below, these polytypes can be divided into two subfamilies A and B according to the parity oforientational characters, which is the same in A and different in alternation for neighboring double-packets pq in B. f.j(j -1). to ~.j(j 2). Evidently, 3 x 6 = 18 such packet triples exist (see Table 6 , first column). The systematic way of deriving all MDO polytypes is indicated in the remaining columns of Table 6 ; the symmetry analysis of packet triples, the generating r-operations, and the resulting MDO polytypes represented by their numbers according to Table 7 in which all these polytypes are listed together with their basic vectors and space groups. Only the allowed 02z-operations are given explicitly in column 4 of Table 6 . A dash (--) stands in the place of forbidden products, as well as in the place for the corresponding non-existent "MDO polytypes" in the column 5.
Family of meso-octahedral micas
The two last columns of Table 6 indicate that according to the character of the two p-operations for the given packet triple (congruent and/or enantiomorphous) and to the number and character of the MDOgenerating r-operations, one packet triple gives rise to different numbers of MDO polytypes. This relationship depends on whether Po is converted into P2 simultaneously by one, two, or four MDO-generating z-operations.
If only one such operation exists, it must be congruent because it is a product of two congruent p-operations. This operation generates one MDO polytype, to which there exists also an enantiomorph. This relationship holds for polytypes (Table 7) 2 (2), 5 (5), 9 (9), and 1 1 (1 1), i.e., a total of 0 + 4 + (4) MDO polytypes.
If two such operations exist, one is congruent and the other is enantiomorphous. The first one generates a polytype with screw axes so that an enantiomorph exists to it. The other generates a polytype with glide planes, which contains two regularly alternating packet triples, enantiomorphous to one another. This relationship holds for polytypes 3 (3), 7, 4 (4), 6, 10 (10), 14, 12 (12), and 13, together 4 + 4 + (4) MDO polytypes.
Finally, if simultaneously four generating z-operations exist, two and two are identical and lead to one polytype. This relationship holds for polytypes 1 and 8 whose structures contain mirror planes--together 2 + 0 + (0) MDO polytypes.
All in all, there are 6 + 8 + (8) = 14 non-equivalent (22 non-congruent) MDO polytypes of meso-octahedral micas. Six (8) of them are built ofcentrosymmetric 2:1 layers which can be recognized by equal orientational characters describing double-packets pq. Some of the remaining MDO polytypes with non-centrosymmetric 2:1 layers have been derived also by Zvyagin and Soboleva (1974) . All meso-octahedral MDO polytypes (Table 7) are divided into two subfamilies ac- Table  7 The individual p-operations can be found using Table 3 and they are represented by their numbers from the same table. Their products follow from Table 4. cording to the parity of orientational characters as in hetero-octahedral micas. , -symmetry P(6)2m.
Family of homo-octahedral micas
Backhaus and 1)urovi~ Thus, at least one 2-fold rotation has a reverse continuation in any of them. The list of all p+-operations can again be compiled using Table 3 . It is only necessary to choose (1) all olPoperations converting e into e and keep only those converting also the displacement character 2n+ 1 (e.g., 3) into itself; and (2) all ~2p-operations converting e into e or, for the other pair, e into u. All these operations have reverse continuations for these two pairs due to the special displacement vector (.) which is converted into itself by all six operations thus found.
The entire situation is indicated in Table 8 . For the sake of simplicity, only the generating o2z-operations are listed in the fourth column--forbidden 02r-operations are indicated by dashes. Altogether there are 4 + 2 + (2) = 6 non-equivalent (8 non-congruent) MDO o2~-operatior, s (see Table 9 )
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24.18= 7---13.18 = 6---6----(5)---- polytypes for homo-octahedral micas. These polytypes are listed in Table 9 together with their conventional Ramsdell symbols and are identical with those derived by Smith and Yoder (1956) and by Zvyagin (1967) . Some MDO polytypes in all subfamilies B have displacement characters 5 9 4 9 in their full symbols (samples 34, 35, 36 in Table 5, sample 14 in Table 7 , and sample 6 in Table 9 ) and thus basic vectors a, b, 2Co -b/3. This unusual setting which does not correspond to the standardized I st or 2nd setting for monoclinic structures, makes it possible to include these MDO polytypes into the classification system (13urovi~ et al., 1984) and facilitates the comparison of their atomic coordinates with other polytypes. Therefore, it is not useful to transform them into the 2nd setting as is usually done in the literature.
EFFECT OF IDEAL DITRIGONALIZATION OF TETRAHEDRAL SHEETS
The refinements of the crystal structures of sheet silicates reveal that their tetrahedral sheets are always more or less ditrigonalized in order to match up with the adjacent octahedral sheets. Neglecting in the second approximation (the first one in the Pauling model) all deformations of real structures except the ditrigonalization of their tetrahedral sheets, a structural model according to Radoslovich (1961) results. In this model the octahedral sheets keep their ideal symmetry, whereas the symmetry of tetrahedral sheets drops from P(6)mm to P(3)1 m. Such a model will be referred to below as "ideal ditrigonalized" or "Radoslovich model."
The ideal ditrigonalization influences the OD interpretation of mica structures because it reduces the symmetry of any tetrahedral OD layer (cf. DornbergerSchiff et aL, 1982) either to P(6)2m if the ditrigons drawn through the basal O atoms of any two adjacent tetrahedral sheets coincide in the X~X2 projection, or (Tet) P(~)2m P(3) 12/m 6 to P(3) 12/m, if they are rotated by 180" relative to one another. These two situations have been encountered in the polytypes 20, 2M2 (trigonal prismatic coordination of the interlayer cations) and 1M, 2M~, and 3T (octahedral coordination), respectively. The tetrahedral OD layers ditrigonalized in these two ways are no longer geometrically, and thus also energetically equivalent; real structures prefer only the one or the other kind. Thus, any of the original mica family splits into two crystallochemically independent subfamilies A and B with the following OD groupoid family symbols:
and B: P(6)2m Symm Oc, ['/,,0l where Symm Oc stands for H(3) 12/m, P(3) 12/m, and P(3) 12 for homo-, meso-, and hetero-octahedral micas, respectively (cf. . The NFZ relations (e.g., Dornberger-Schiff and I)urovir, 1975) which follow from these symmetries are given in Table 10 . The values Z~p_,.p, i.e., the number of positions of Lp relative to Lp_ 1, leading to equivalent pairs (Lp_ ,;Lp) indicate that the tetrahedral OD layer with ditrigo-
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A:
e.e ee ee nalized symmetry determines unambiguously the po-
sition of the adjacent homo-octahedral layer. In an OD ~ model of a mica structure, all pairs of adjacent OD layers are geometrically equivalent, and thus in any mica polytype either only 2:1 layers all of the Franzini type A (Franzini, 1969) , or all of the Franzini type B can appear. (The Franzini type B has not been so far ~/ encountered in micas.) Moreover, because the parity condition holds, all orientational characters in the symbol of a homo-octahedral mica polytype will be all e (or u) if the orientation of the ditrigons drawn through the basal O atoms at the packet boundaries between P2n+~ and P2n change by 180 ~ This is exactly the situation in all polytypes of the subfamily A (Table 9) . If the orientation of these ditrigons remains the same at these boundaries, the parity of the orientational characters referring to the individual double-packets (Pzn; P2n+ 1) regularly alternates" the situation in all polytypes of the subfamily B. These two situations are schematically shown in Figure 4 . Analogous considerations hold also for the meso-and the hetero-octahedral family.
The ditrigonalization influences neither the symmetry of OD packets nor the symbolism and the total number of the MDO polytypes in their respective families. It merely splits them into the two subfamilies A and B depending on whether the parity of the orientational characters in the symbols of the starting packet triples (Po;P~;P2) is the same (subfamily A) or if the parity for P2 is different from that for Po and P~ (subfamily B). The arrangement of the MDO polytypes in Tables 5, 7 , and 9 respects the above circumstances.
The general reluctance of micas to accommodate layer sequences of both A and B subfamily in one polytype (i.e., a coherently scattering part of the crystal body) is evident from the structures of various micas refined according to the present standards since 1960 (I)urovi~ et al., 1984) . Each mica belongs either to the subfamily A or B. The polytypes A, however, are much more common. The review of non-refined complex mica polytypes by Baronnet (1975) also supports this rule. Apparently only two structures are known (Takeda, 1967; Christie, 1978) that violate this rule, but the level of their refinement does not warrant definite conclusions. Generally, a simultaneous appearance of both A and B layer sequences in one polytype could be expected only for very small values of the ditrigonalization angle a, which would de facto mean a fusion of the two subfamilies into one family, converging to the Pauling model.
Each of the two subfamilies in any of the three mica families can be assigned a superposition structure which can be obtained if all Z possible positions of any OD layer compatible with the subfamily are realized simultaneously (Dornberger-Schiff, 1964, p. 54) . It is a fictitious structure whose symmetry is obtained by completing any of the subfamily groupoids to a group (Fichtner, 1977) . Such a superposition structure is by definition triperiodic and common to all, even disordered, structures belonging to the given subfamily. The superposition structure of the subfamily A has the space group HR312/m and basic vectors at, a2, 3Co. The subscript R indicates the possibility of selecting a smaller rhombohedral cell with hexagonal basic vectors AI = 1/3(al + 2a2), A2 = l/3(2al + a2), C = 3co. The other superposition structure has the space group H63/ mcm and basic vectors a~, a2, 2Co. Both these structures are shown schematically in Figure 5 .
The Radoslovich model of mica structures is thus better for their OD interpretation than the Pauling model.
